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Welcome
By the time you read this the festivities will be all over bar the
headache.
We can hope for a better year in 2022. Provided the current
incarnation of covid can be beaten into submission early in the new
year, we should be able to plan and realise holidays, some of which
might even include our cars.
Our local club, the Lancashire Automobile Club, has arranged a full
roster of activities on the basis that if members can plan their year,
they are more likely to participate.
This positive attitude, if applied to BODA activities, such as the relaunch of the regional groups, will hopefully increase the numbers
of members thinking about and hopefully planning events. There
are no hard and fast rules about what constitutes a club event, it is
possibly time to accept that one-marque clubs cannot generate the
number of participants to make an event worthwhile, so joint
ventures with other clubs may present the way forward!
BODA is one of a small band of clubs whose membership is growing,
however this may not be sustained if the average age of club
members continues to rise. According to a well-known Bristol
enthusiast there are 12 400s for sale as I write, let’s hope we can
capture the new owners into the membership.
This month’s newsletter follows closely on the heels of the latest
club magazine, however the newsletter editors had a number of
articles on hand and have put these together for December.
Whilst not strictly a Bristol car piece, Mike Brooks - an active
restorer - has found time to project manage the creation of a Man
Shed facility in his village, a great idea which I am sure would be
welcome in a lot of sparsely populated areas where opportunities
to meet with like minded folk are limited.
Andy Gibbs, Paul Smith and Richard Sanderson
December 2021
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Membership Matters
New Members
Member
Number

Given
Name

E-Mail Address

Family
Name

Phone Number

Location

532

Raffi

Najjarian

Thepitstopmail@gmail.com

0014156767474

USA

533

Paul

Hickman

paulhickman5151@outlook.com

0061413444865

Australia

Cars

Jane Smith, Membership Secretary

BRISTOL RACING
The beginning and the end, a brief history
Whilst I’m sure there are those who know much more than I about Bristol Racing, as I was only
vaguely aware of the full story until I did a little research for this article and there may be
readers who like me are also only vaguely aware of the racing story and the reason it ended. I
will not go into mechanical discussions as this can go on and on and you can research this
elsewhere but here I cover the story relatively briefly and to give an outline of both Bristol
racing and particularly the Le Mans disaster that seems to have effectively ended it.
The full horror of the disaster really didn’t hit me until I started to go through the many photos
on the subject, including one with someone holding the body of a young girl. She probably
thought it was a great and exciting day out, without realising it was going to be her last.
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BRISTOL RACING - The beginning and the end, a brief history (contd.)
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BRISTOL RACING - The beginning and the end, a brief history (contd.)
The story begins in late 1952, when the Bristol Aeroplane Company acquired a failing racing car
project. The car was re-designed as a racing 2 seater with the advent of the Bristol 450 and an
entry to Le mans in 1953. The bodywork of the Bristol 450 was very advanced for the early
1950s. As a division of an aircraft manufacturer the Bristol design team had access to the
company wind tunnel and the car was designed to be as aerodynamically efficient as possible.

1

The above very rare colour photo (1) shows the No. 37 in British Racing Green along with its
distinctive white roof. The 1954 and 55 cars were a different shade of green.

The second photo (2), shows a 450 under construction. Whilst it is undated, the size of the rear
fins would clearly indicate that it is a 1953 car.
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BRISTOL RACING - The beginning and the end, a brief history (contd.)

2

Depending on your viewpoint, the cars could be considered quite ugly. Two 450’s made an
appearance at Le Mans but sadly neither finished. Car number 38 Driven by Tommy Wisdom &
Jack Fairman got as far as 70 laps, whilst car 38 being driven by Lance Macklin & Graham
Whitehead only made it as far as 29 laps. A third car did not compete and was held back as a
spare. The problems affecting both cars was the balance weights becoming detached from the
crankshaft, creating a rear wheel lockups at high speed, although the Jack Fairman in car 38 did
break the lap record in the 2 litre class before the breakdown. A Bristol engined Frazer-Nash,
also dropped out after 135 laps but Frazer Nash did succeed, with another Bristol engined car,
driven by Ken Wharton and Laurence Mitchell taking the 2 litre class title, completing 253 laps.
The overall winner was a Jaguar “C” Type driven by Tony Rolt & Douglas Chapman, completing
304 laps.

Very swiftly after Le Mans the cars were rebuilt with a revised/modified bodywork and engine
as shown in photo (3), with smaller fins, modified fronts and no white roof. 2 cars entered into
a 12 hour race at Reims. One car broke down with a transmission fault but the other car
recorded victory in the 2 litre class and finished fifth overall.
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BRISTOL RACING - The beginning and the end, a brief history (contd.)
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In the same year, the 450 ‘s set a number of 2 Litre speed record at Montlhéry, including and
average of over 125 mph during a 200 mile run. So the modified 450’s were then set with their
engine and bodywork modifications for the following year’s 1954 Le Mans endurance race,
which proved to be an absolute triumph.
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BRISTOL RACING - The beginning and the end, a brief history (contd.)
Three cars entered this time with all three completing the 24 hours. Car 35 completed 253 laps,
car 33 257 laps with a somewhat crumpled front and car 34 managed 255 laps. The winning
Ferrari completed 302 laps.
This meant that the 450’s finished first, second and third in their 2 Litre class, or 7th, 8th and
9th overall, also taking the team title, which was sweet revenge for losing the same to Ferrari at
Rheims.
The photo (4) above shows the pits prior to the 1954 race, illustrating the modified front of the
1954 cars. Photo (5) is a line-up of the successful trio, clearly showing the damage to the front
of car 33. 1955 saw yet more development, including de-roofed 450’s, further improving their
Aerodynamic qualities and with the compulsory second seat being covered for streamlining.
The 450 as shown in the line-up and they looked very similar to the Jaguar “D” type which
eventually won the overall race. Car 34 driven by Peter S. Wilson & Jim Mayers once again
finished ahead of the other 2 cars completing 271 laps. Car 33 driven by Mike Keen & John Line
was just one lap behind and a further 2 laps behind came car 32 driven by Tommy Wisdom &
Jack Fairman. This meant the cars finished 1st, 2nd and 3rd in their class and 7th, 8th and 9th
overall.
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A Bristol engined Frazer-Nash finished 11th, whilst another dropped out on lap 109 and a third
on lap 49. Whilst Bristol’s dropped out of racing, the Bristol 2 Litre engine continued to be raced
by Frazer Nash and others and as late as 1959. An AC Ace finished 7th at Le Mans.
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BRISTOL RACING - The beginning and the end, a brief history (contd.)
Two failed to finish in 1960 and another Ace raced to 17th in 1962, with another failing to
finish. This was the was the last time a Bristol engined vehicle competed at Le Mans.

6
6

Front to right view of the 3 Bristol 450C Le Mans team cars, photo (6), including car number 32,
Tommy Wisdom and Jack Fairman team, Car number 33, Mike Keen and Tommy Line team, and
car number 34, Peter Wilson and Jim Mayers team.
Race Results - Car 34, Wilson and Mayers, finished 7th overall (271 Laps) and 1st in sports 2.0,
car 33, Keen and Line, finished 8th overall (270 Laps) and 2nd in 2.0 litre sports, car 32, Wisdom
and Fairman, finished 9th overall (268 Laps) and 3rd in 2.0 litre Sports. The winning Jaguar
completed 3007 laps

7

Photo (7) shows Jack Fairman, Peter Wilson and Jim Mayers
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BRISTOL RACING - The beginning and the end, a brief history (contd.)
After two very successful years at Le Mans and in other endurance races and trials, they
suddenly withdrew after the 1955 Le Mans disaster. This happened towards the end of Lap 35.
Competition was fierce with lap times being consistently broken. Basically, on lap 35 Mike
Hawthorne’s “D” type jaguar was entering the final straight before the pits and was signalled to
pull into the pits, which unlike the pits we see today were just basically the side of the track. He
pulled across in front of Lance Macklin’s Austin Healey and began to brake hard to pull in.
Macklin said “The Jaguars had tremendously powerful double Calliper power assisted brakes. I
had just ordinary single-pad discs.”
“I was as hard as it was possible to be on my brakes.” Macklin realised at some point he was
apparently going to hit the Jaguar and thus pulled out sharply? However, he was then basically
in the path of 49 year old Pierre Levegh, (Real name Pierre Eugène Alfred Bouillin.) He took the
racing name Pierre Levegh (pronounced le-VECK) in memory of his uncle, a pioneering driver
who died in 1904) Levegh’s Mercedes was travelling at about 150 mph as he hit the left rear of
Macklin’s car.
Macklin subsequently stated that there was still about 16 feet of space between him and the
“offside” Whilst photo (8) is very poor, it clearly shows Levegh’s car taking off after hitting the
Healey, with Hawthorne’s Jaguar on the left.
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BRISTOL RACING - The beginning and the end, a brief history (contd.)
The Death Race book, written 25 years after the disaster, has much longer explanations and
views of the drivers etc. but disappointingly has very few photos and none reproduced here.
Photo (9) shows Levegh’s wrecked car and his body laying on the track.

9

Gendarmes put his body fire out with advertising banners then dragged his body off the track.
The bottom photo shows the whole crash scene with “Firemen” attempting to douse the fire
with water. Wikipedia states “When Levegh's 300 SLR hit Macklin's Austin-Healey (No.26) from
behind, his car became airborne, soaring towards the left side of the track.
It vaulted over the earthen embankment separating the spectator area from the track, bounced
through spectator enclosures, then crashed head-on into a concrete stairwell structure. The
force of the impact caused the front end of the car to disintegrate. The vehicle then
somersaulted high into the air, pitching debris into the crowd. The debris included the bonnet,
engine, Axle, which separated and hurtled into the crowd.
The bonnet spun through the air like a disc, decapitating dozens of tightly jammed spectators
like a guillotine. Many more were crushed as the heavy engine block tumbled through the
crowd.
Spectators who had climbed onto ladders and scaffolding to get a better view of the track found
themselves in the direct path of the lethal debris.
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BRISTOL RACING - The beginning and the end, a brief history (contd.)
Levegh was thrown free of the tumbling car, but his skull was fatally crushed upon impact with
the ground. When the rest of the car landed on the embankment, the rear-mounted fuel tank
exploded. The fuel fire raised the temperature of the remaining Elektron bodywork past its
ignition temperature, which was lower than other metal alloys due to its high magnesium
content.
The alloy burst into white-hot flames, showering the track and crowd in magnesium embers.
Rescue workers, totally unfamiliar with magnesium fires, poured water on the inferno, greatly
intensifying it. As a result, the car burned for several hours. Official accounts put the death total
at 84 (83 spectators plus Levegh), either by flying debris or from the fire, with a further 120
injured. Other observers estimated the toll to be much higher. Whatever the total, it was the
most catastrophic accident in motorsport history.”
About 8 hours after the disaster, following a Mercedes board meeting, they decided to pull out
of the race. They were very conscious of the fact that a German car had killed a large number of
French people only 10 years after the end of the war.
Mercedes were leading by a couple of laps but the team manager Alfred Neubauer called his
cars into the pits. Chief engineer Rudolf Uhlenhaut went to the Jaguar pits to ask if the Jaguar
team would respond in kind, out of respect for the accident's victims. Jaguar team manager
"Lofty" England apparently declined.
Jaguar went on to win the race but the French press certainly did not like the Jaguar
celebrations, which did not go down well after the death of so many people and after Mercedes
had pulled out. It must have been a very difficult decision for Jaguar but the French race
officials did not halt the race for fear of departing spectators clogging up the roads whilst the
emergency services were trying to deal with so many dead and injured spectators.
The aftermath of the disaster resulted in many improvements to a lot of circuits around Europe
but Mike Hawthorne was not blamed by the official enquiry, which declared it to be the result
of a “Racing Incident”. Much recrimination was directed at Hawthorn based on the fact he cut
in front of Macklin and allegedly “slammed” on the brakes nearing the pit area, forcing Macklin
to take evasive action into the path of Levegh.
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BRISTOL RACING - The beginning and the end, a brief history (contd.)
Jaguar counter argued and even today over 60 plus years after the disaster, opinions are still
divided and alleged “facts” are still in dispute but all those involved are now dead.
A libel case brought by Macklin against Hawthorne was halted by the death of Hawthorne in a
road accident Hawthorne was allegedly racing a Mercedes Benz 300SL and lost control of his
Jaguar 3.4 Mk1 but he was also apparently suffering
a terminal illness at the time, so there is no real end
to the story.
As a result of the disaster Bristol Cars apparently
ended their racing commitment and all the cars were
broken up except a single 1955 450c photo (10),
which can of course still be seen today. For more
details on the disaster you can look on the internet
and there are books about the disaster and a very
good DVD called the deadliest crash. It is well worth viewing.
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FOOTNOTE: The Austin-Healey sports car involved in motor racing’s worst accident, at Le Mans
in 1955, was sold at auction in December 2011 for more than $1million (£843,000) after 42
years. Driven by Lance Macklin at the Le Mans 24 Hours sportscar race, his Austin-Healey 100
Special was rammed from behind by Pierre Levegh’s Mercedes-Benz 300 SLR which then flew
into the crowd and killed at least 83 spectators.
The car was impounded by the French authorities for 18 months before being handed back to
the Donald Healey Motor Company for repairs, racing through the late 1950s and into the
1960s. Auctioneers Bonhams said the Austin Healey 100 Special, in “barn find” condition, had
fetched a world record at the auction in Weybridge, southern England. Bonhams said it had
been stored, untouched, by the vendor since he bought it in 1969.
After its factory works team career, the car was used for club racing before being acquired - in
poor condition - by Jack Scott in 1969. Work and family commitments prevented Jack from
restoring the car and it was sold 42 years later.
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BRISTOL RACING - The beginning and the end, a brief history (contd.)
The car is now fully restored and was one of the Works Special test cars that ran in the 1953 Le
Mans 24-Hours before becoming a 100S prototype and raced at various circuits before it was
involved in the terrible Le Mans accident.

11

Bobby Weafer
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NXT 655 403-1402 PART 5 – OFF TO THE PAINTSHOP
NXT 655 is now away at Gordon Needs’s Bodyshop in Alyth Perthshire. This is a 120-mile round
trip from where I stay in rural Aberdeenshire, but at least it is close enough for me to be able to
visit from time to time. It is going to be away for several weeks, which leaves a nice big space in
my garage where I can get on with refurbishing the various floor panels. I am also working on
the rear seat, repairing the three-ply front skirt; water ingress had rotted it where it contacts
the floor.

Rear seat, upside down, showing the repaired plywood skirt

Whilst I had been attempting to carry out the repairs to the aluminium bodywork myself, there
were a number of problems that I clearly lacked the ability to solve. Gordon (that’s as in Gordon
Needs’s Bodyshop) is a perfectionist, and an expert aluminium TIG-welder. So we agreed that
he would finish off the body repairs before prepping for paint. What was first needed was for
the sagging doors to be dealt with. The reason for the sag was a mystery – the door hinges
were without slop, and the panel gaps between door and front wing looked OK. “We will have
to jack it”, says Gordon, and he meant the car, not the doors.
14
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NXT 655 403-1402 PART 5 – OFF TO THE PAINTSHOP (contd.)
Whatever it means in detail is apparently a trade secret, but it’s now been done, with minor
surgery to the rear edge of the passenger side front wing. Both doors now line up perfectly.
Gordon has now welded a narrow section in on the front of the body, above the front bumper,
repaired the rear edge of the driver side front wing, and welded a patch on the front edge of
the aluminium body, where it clinches around the driver side “B” post.
He has also welded new metal into the spare wheel carrier which, according to NXT’s history,
was the result of a rear end collision in 1958. Interesting that the 1958 repair, by Bristol Cars,
was just a very thick layer of filler!

Off to the Paint Shop

In Gordon’s workshop - door lines up perfectly

When I get NXT back from the paint shop in the New Year, hopefully early February, my plan is
to install the already re-wired dashboard, and the new wiring loom. There is still much to do!
Mike Brooks
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So, what else do I get up to while not working on NXT?
Well, back in 2016, I was asked by some good friends here in the village if I would help them
develop a Men's Shed. They thought that my engineering background, and the fact that I had
recently project-managed my own “green energy” house-build, might be a good fit with the
rest of the team. Cutting a long story short, unable to find suitable existing accommodation for
a Men's Shed workshop with social area, we ended up raising the funds for a purpose built
£400,000 new build which was completed this year. The building has an open plan workshop
downstairs, and upstairs is a social area, an arts/crafts/general purpose room, a kitchen
designed for teaching as well as catering and a small office. The upstairs rooms are rented out
on an hourly basis to various local groups, thus providing a steady income which supports the
running of the building.
Our local Community Trust occupy the office on weekday mornings and are able to take room
bookings for us. 12kW of solar PV on the roof keeps the electricity bill down. Four air-to-air heat
pumps provide the heating. These are much quicker to heat up than air-to-water heat pumps –
very important for a public building not always occupied. A 4g router provides Wi-Fi and VOIP
phones, obviating the need for a landline. A shallow well and small water treatment plant
provide the drinking water, and a private sewage plant means we are not reliant on the water
company.

The site is an old quarry - the track down to the workshop, and
the ramp to the upstairs, provide disable access without needing
an internal lift

Myford Super 7 project
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So, what else do I get up to while not working on NXT?

(contd.)

The Men's Shed has had many donations of workshop equipment. In some cases, people just
want to clear out a whole shed or garage, and we end up with more equipment than we need
in the Men's Shed workshop. So, a by-product becomes the renovation and sale of surplus
machines. I have recently, by these means, acquired two incomplete Myford metal-working
lathes. This has provided me with another project! What I now have in my garage is a Myford
Super 7, with several components missing, and a much older ML7 with even more missing!
Since at least some of the parts are interchangeable between the two lathes, I am hoping not to
need to buy many new parts to complete the Super 7.
Mike Brooks

A Green Car
(This article by Ian Cairns appeared in the FBHC News but we thought it worth reproducing here.
Ed.)
I own a green car. It is indeed green and what follows is a bit tongue-in-cheek but as today huge
companies are claiming to ‘offset’ their ‘carbon footprint’ (otherwise called pollution of this
planet) by buying up Welsh mountain farms and planting trees, I see no reason we classic
vehicle owners cannot follow suit. Whilst my car is painted green, it also has other claims to
being green by being more than carbon neutral and in fact well into credit.
It was built in 1952 and the current statistics say the production of one car produces about
eleven tonnes of carbon dioxide, one of the gasses causing the greenhouse effect heating up
our planet. I’ve owned the car for 28 years and by now the CO2 produced back in 1952 will
have been absorbed by nature. By not buying a new car every three years I have saved the
planet the pollution of nine cars, that is 99 tonnes of CO2.
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A Green Car (contd.)
The average car today doing an average of 10,000 miles a year produces about 4.5 tonnes of
CO2. I do an average of just 3,500 miles a year, so my green car puts just over a tonne of CO2 a
year into our atmosphere. The car is maintained in excellent condition and well-tuned. I use the
Classic Car companies to supply me with spares and have used MG specialists for restoration
work, pumping about £41,000 into the UK economy over those 28 years (and not some foreign
car maker’s profits). If we do the arithmetic ( 11 tonnes when made; 28 years producing one
tonne a year equates to 39 tonnes of CO2) it means I am in credit by about 60 tonnes (by not
buying a new car every 3 years). So like those big companies who claim to be carbon-neutral by
planting trees and continuing to goods that produce CO2, I claim to be ‘greener’ than them.
(I also walk, cycle, use my bus-pass and ride a selection of1950s British motorcycles).

Events
1.

Drive It Day 2022

The FBHVC is delighted to confirm that Drive It Day/Ride it Day will be on 24 April 2022, and
once again be in support of Childline. Following the success of DID 2021 in comfortably
exceeding the £30,000 necessary to fund Childline for ‘One Unforgettable Day’ FBHVC hope
they, and you, can do even better in 2022! They have formally registered ‘Ride It Day’ with the
Intellectual Property Office so motorcycle enthusiasts can now participate using motorcycle
sized RID plates.
The FBHVC maintains an event calendar on the website https://www.fbhvc.co.uk/events
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2.

The Goodwood of Germany! - The Classic Days Festival at Schloss
Dyck is moving to a new location
Schloss Dyck is situated just south of Neuss near
Düsseldorf and only 50km from the Dutch border
and in fact is a Wasserschloss or moated manor
house built between 1636 and 1663 although first
evidence of a fortification at this location is from
1094. Between 1820 and 1835 the park of more
than 70 hectares was designed as an English
landscape garden by the Thomas Blaikie, a Scottish
landscape architect.

Such then is the location where every year at the beginning of August the Classic Days are held.
This event is organised by a group of highly motivated volunteers and the proceeds from the
event go to the upkeep of Schloss Dyck. Over 100 clubs with maybe 5000 cars meet on the
miscanthus field and enjoy a pick-nick and the show in a family atmosphere of a large garden
party.
After 14 years at the Schloss the Classic Days are now moving! From August 5th to 7th, 2022 again on the first weekend in August, very traditionally - the festival for classics, garden parties
and mobility will take place as usual – but, from, 2022 no longer at Schloss Dyck. This move is
due to developments at the Schloss and in its historic gardens which make the Classic Days
Festival there no longer feasible. The new location is an area at Düsseldorf Messe (Fair) where
the organisers say they have found the ideal location which will allow for logistical
improvements and much more flexibility and expansion.
Except for 2020 and 2021 when the event was cancelled, for the last few years there has been a
strong Bristol representation at the Classic Days and in 2016 Bristol was the featured Marque
participating with 20 cars and pride of place in front of the Schloss.
So maybe in 2022 a group of Bristol owners from the UK and the continent could again be
encouraged to attend this popular gathering in the middle of Germany and try out the new
location.
Richard Sanderson
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Wanted
Wanted Smiths water temperature gauge for Bristol 405, working or not, but must have
excellent face. (This is a 2inch 0 to 110 deg C ref X20933/140 )
Contact Mike Wilcox 07931507877 or mikegwilcox@gmail.com

For Sale
For Sale, Bristol 404 project 1954 Chassis 2016 of 52
made.
Nut and bolt restoration of chassis complete with rebuilt
correct 100B engine by IN Racing. All synchromesh
Gearbox and Overdrive fitted together with auxiliaries.
New wiring, tyres, lights, chrome, screens, etc, etc. New
Seats in grey leather with blue piping.
Paint is stripped and bodywork removed to replace the
Ash woodwork which is 50 % complete. Work is continuing to complete the woodwork ready
for body refit, paint, and interior completion.
Price £85k plus ongoing wood costs.
Mike Wilcox 07931507877 or mikegwilcox@gmail.com
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Andy Gibbs
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Paul Smith
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Andy Gibbs
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Richard Sanderson
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BODA Committee Chair
Mike Hallissey
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07973 214569
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Jane Smith
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07962 209353

Bristol Owners Heritage Trust
Dr Stefan Cembrowicz

stefancembrowicz@gmail.com

07768 295084

BODA Website Manager
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